A key impediment to reinforcement learning (RL) in real applications with limited, batch data is in defining a reward function that reflects what we implicitly know about reasonable behaviour for a task and allows for robust off-policy evaluation. In this work, we develop a method to identify an admissible set of reward functions for policies that (a) do not deviate too far in performance from prior behaviour, and (b) can be evaluated with high confidence, given only a collection of past trajectories. Together, these ensure that we avoid proposing unreasonable policies in high-risk settings. We demonstrate our approach to reward design on synthetic domains as well as in a critical care context, to guide the design of a reward function that consolidates clinical objectives to learn a policy for weaning patients from mechanical ventilation.
INTRODUCTION
One fundamental challenge of reinforcement learning (RL) in practice is specifying the agent's reward. Reward functions implicitly define policy, and misspecified rewards can introduce severe, unexpected effects, from reward gaming to irreversible changes in parts of the environment we do not want to influence [17] . However, it can be difficult for domain experts to distill multiple (and often implicit) requisites for desired behaviour into a single scalar feedback signal. This is exemplified by efforts towards the application of reinforcement learning to decision-making in healthcare; Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). ACM CHIL '20, April 2-4, 2020, Toronto, ON, Canada © 2020 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-7046-2/20/04. https://doi.org /10.1145/3368555.3384450 in RL, an agent aims to choose the best action within a stochastic process given inherent time delay in feedback from a decision, making it an attractive framework for learning clinical treatment policies [30] . However, this feedback can be received over various timescales and represent clinical implications-such as treatment efficacy, side effects or patient discomfort-with widely different, and uncertain, priorities. Existing approaches to representing this scalar feedback in healthcare tasks range from taking reward to be a sparse, high-level signal such as mortality [15] or rewards based on a single physiological variable or severity score of interest [20, 25] to relatively ad-hoc weighting of clinically derived objectives [21] .
Much work in reward design [26, 27] or inference using inverse reinforcement learning [1, 4, 10] focuses on online, interactive settings in which the agent has access either to human feedback [5, 18] or to a simulator with which to evaluate policies and compare against human performance. Here, we focus on reward design for batch RL: we assume access only to a set of past trajectories collected from sub-optimal experts, with which to train our policies. This is common in many real-world scenarios where the risks of deploying an agent are high but logging current practice is relatively easy, as in healthcare, as well as education or finance [2, 6] .
Batch RL is distinguished by two key preconditions when performing reward design. First, as we assume that data are expensive to acquire, we must ensure that policies found using the reward function can be evaluated given existing data. Regardless of the true objectives of the designer, there exist fundamental limitations on reward functions that can be optimized and that also provide guarantees on performance. There have been a number of methods presented in the literature for safe, high-confidence policy improvement from batch data given some reward function, treating behaviour seen in the data as a baseline [9, 16, 23, 28] . In this work, we turn this question around to ask: What is the class of reward functions for which high-confidence policy improvement is possible?
Second, we typically assume that batch data are not random but produced by domain experts pursuing biased but reasonable policies. Thus if an expert-specified reward function results in behaviour that diverges substantially from past trajectories, we must ask whether that divergence was intentional or, as is more likely, simply because the designer omitted an important constraint, causing the agent to learn unintentional behaviour. This assumption can be formalized by treating the batch data as ε-optimal with respect to the true reward function, and searching for rewards that are consistent with this assumption [11] . Here, we extend these ideas to incorporate the uncertainty present when evaluating a policy in the batch setting, where trajectories from the estimated policy cannot be collected.
We note that these two constraints are not equivalent; the extent of overlap in reward functions satisfying these criteria depends, for example, on the homogeneity of behaviour in the batch data: if consistency is measured with respect to average behaviour in the data, and agents deviate substantially from this average-as may be across clinical care providers-then the space of policies that can be evaluated given the batch data may be larger than the policy space consistent with the average expert.
In this paper, we combine these two conditions to construct tests for admissible functions in reward design using available data. This yields a novel approach to the challenge of high-confidence policy evaluation given high-variance importance sampling-based value estimates over extended decision horizons-typical of batch RL problems-and encourages safe, incremental policy improvement. We illustrate our approach on several benchmark control tasks with continuous state spaces, and in reward design for the health care task of weaning a patient from a mechanical ventilator.
PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION
A Markov decision process (MDP) is a tuple of the form M = {S, A, P 0 , P, R, γ }, where S is the set of all possible states, and A are the available actions. P 0 (s) is the distribution over the initial state s ∈ S; P(s ′ |s, a) gives the probability of transition to s ′ given current state s and action a ∈ A. The function R(s, a, s ′ ) defines the reward for performing action a in state s, and observing new state s ′ . Lastly, the discount factor γ ≤ 1 determines the relative importance of immediate and longer-term rewards.
Our objective is to learn a policy function π * : S → A mapping states to actions that maximize the expected cumulative discounted reward-that is, π * = argmax π E s∼P 0 [V π (s)|M]-where the value function V π (s) is defined as:
In batch RL, we have a collection of trajectories of the form h = {s 0 , a 0 , r 0 , . . . , s T , a T , r T }. We do not have access to the transition function P or the initial state distribution P 0 . Without loss of generality, we express the reward as a linear combination of some arbitrary function of the observed state transition: R = w T ϕ(s, a, s ′ ), where ϕ ∈ R k is a vector function of state-action features relevant to learning an optimal policy, and ||w || 1 = 1, to induce invariance to scaling factors in reward specification [4] . The value V π of a policy π with reward weight w can then be written as:
where the vector µ π denotes the feature expectations [1] of policy π , that is, the total expected discounted time an agent spends in each feature state. Thus, µ π provides a representation of state dynamics of a policy that is decoupled from the reward function.
To quantify confidence in the estimated value V π of policy π , we adapt the empirical Bernstein concentration inequality [19] to get a probabilistic lower bound V lb on the estimated value [29] : consider a set of trajectories h n , n ∈ 1...N and letV n be the value estimate for trajectory n. Then, with probability at least 1 − δ :
where b is the maximum achievable value of V (π ).
ADMISSIBLE REWARD SETS
We now turn to our task of identifying admissible reward sets -that is, defining the space of reward functions that yield policies that are consistent in performance with available observational data, as well as possible to evaluate off-policy for high-confidence performance lower bounds. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we define two sets of weights P C and P E to be the consistent and evaluable sets, respectively, show that they are closed and convex, and define their intersection P C ∩ P E as the set of admissible reward weights. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we describe how to test whether a given reward lies in the intersection of these polytopes, and, if not, how to find the closest points within this space of admissible reward functions given some initial reward proposed by the designer of the RL agent.
Consistent Reward Polytope
Given near-optimal expert demonstrations, the polytope of consistent rewards [11] may be defined as the set of all weight vectors w defining reward function R = w T ϕ(s), that are consistent with the agent's existing knowledge. In the setting of learning from demonstrations, this knowledge is the assumption that demonstrations achieve ε-optimal performance with respect to the "true" reward. We denote the behaviour policy of experts as π b with policy feature expectations µ b , where V (π b ) = w T µ b . The consistent weight vectors for this expert demonstration setting are then all w such that w T µ ≤ w T µ b + ε, µ ∈ P F , where P F is the space of all possible policy feature representations. It has been shown that this set is convex, given access to an exact MDP solver [11] .
Translating this to the batch reinforcement learning setting, with a fixed set of sub-optimal trajectories, requires adaptations to both the constraints and their computation. First, we choose to constrain the relative rather than absolute difference in performance of the observed trajectories and that of the learnt optimal policy, in order to better handle high variance in the magnitudes of estimated values. Second, we make our constraint symmetric such that the value of the learnt policy can deviate equally above or below the value of the observed behaviour. This reflects the use of this constraint as a way to place metaphorical guardrails on the deviation of the behaviour of the learnt policy from the policy in the batch trajectories-rather than to impose optimality assumptions that only bound performance from above. That is, we want a reward that results in performance similar to the observed batch trajectories, where performance some factor ∆ c greater than or less than this established baseline should be equally admissible. Our new polytope P C for the space of weights satisfying this is then:
where µ are the feature expectations of the optimal policy when solving an MDP with reward weights w, and value estimates are constrained to be positive, w T µ > 0 ∀µ ∈ P F . The parameter ∆ c ≥ 1 that determines the threshold on the consistency polytope is tuned according to our confidence in the batch data; trajectories from severely biased experts may warrant larger ∆ c . The batch setting also requires changes to the computation of these constraints, as we do not have access to a simulator to calculate exact feature expectations µ; we must instead estimate them from available data. We do so by adapting off-policy evaluation methods to estimate the representation of a policy in feature space. Specifically, we use per-decision importance sampling (PDIS [22] ) to get a consistent, unbiased estimator of µ:
i=0 (π (a n i |s n i )/π b (a n i |s n i )). Together with the feature expectations of the observed experts (obtained by simple averaging across trajectories), we can evaluate the constraint in Eq 4. Proposition 1. The set of weights P C defines a closed convex set, given access to exact MDP solver.
Proof. The redefined constraints in Eq 4 can be rewritten as:
is the feature expectations of the optimal policy obtained from the exact MDP solver. As these constraints are still linear in w-that is, of the form w T A ≤ b-the convexity argument in [11] holds. □ In Section 3.3, we discuss how this assumption of convexity changes given the presence of approximation error in the MDP solver and in estimated feature expectations.
Illustration. We first construct a simple, synthetic task to visualize a polytope of consistent rewards. Consider an agent in a two-dimensional continuous environment, with state defined by position s t = [x t , y t ] for bounded x t and y t . At each time t, available actions are steps in one of four directions, with random step size δ t ∼ N (0.4, 0.1). The reward is r t = [0.5, 0.5] T s t : the agent's goal is to reach the top-right corner of the 2D map. We use fitted-Q iteration with tree-based approximation [7] to learn a deterministic policy π b that optimizes the reward, then we sample 1000 trajectories from a biased policy (move left with probability ϵ, and π b otherwise) to obtain batch data.
We then train policies π w optimizing for reward functions r t = w T ϕ(s) on a set of candidate weights w ∈ R 2 on the unit ℓ1-norm ball. For each policy, a PDIS estimate of the feature expectationŝ µ w is obtained using the collected batch data. The consistency constraint (Eq 4) is then evaluated for each candidate weight vector, with different thresholds ∆ c (Fig 1) . Prior to evaluating constraints, we ensure our estimates w T µ for discounted cumulative reward are positive, by augmenting w and ϕ(s) with a constant positive bias term:
, the set of consistent w includes approximately half of all test weights: given these thresholds, all w for which at least one dimension of the state vector was assigned a significant positive weight (greater than 0.5) in the reward function were determined to yield policies sufficiently close to the batch data, while vectors with large negative weights on either coordinate are rejected. When ∆ c is reduced to 3.0, only the reward originally optimized for the batch data, (w = [0.5, 0.5]) is admitted by P C .
Evaluable Reward Polytope
Our second set of constraints on reward design stem from the need to be able to confidently evaluate a policy in settings when further data collection is expensive or infeasible. We interpret this as a condition on confidence in the estimated policy performance: given an estimate for the expected value E[V π ] = w Tμ of a policy π and corresponding probabilistic lower bound V π lb , we constrain the ratio of these values to lie within some threshold ∆ e ≥ 0. A reward function with weights w lies within the polytope of evaluable rewards if V π lb ≥ (1 − ∆ e )w Tμ , whereμ ∈ P F is our PDIS estimate of feature expectations. To formulate this as a linear constraint in the space of reward weights w, the value lower bound V π lb must be rewritten in terms of w. This is done by constructing a combination of upper and lower confidence bounds on the policy feature expectations, denoted µ lb . Starting from the empirical Bernstein concentration inequality (Eq 3):
where the k t h element ofμ lb -that is, the value of the k t h feature that yields the lower bound in the value of the policy-is dependent on the sign of the corresponding element of the weights, w[k]:
The definition in Eq 8 allows us to incorporate uncertainty inμ when evaluating our confidence in a given policy: a lower bound for our value estimate requires the lower bound ofμ if the weight is positive, and the upper bound if the weight is negative. Thus, the evaluable reward polytope can be written as:
where µ = max µ ′ ∈ P F w T µ ′ is the expectation of state features for the optimal policy obtained from solving the MDP with reward weights w, and µ lb is the corresponding lower bound. The constant c 2 in the performance lower bound (Eq 7) is absorbed by threshold parameter ∆ e on the tightness of the lower bound.
Proposition 2. The set of weights P E defines a closed convex set, given access to an exact MDP solver. 
In both cases, increasing ∆ corresponds to relaxing constraints and expanding the satisfying set of weights w. Intersecting points comprise the final admissible set P adm .
Proof. The set P E contains all weights w that satisfy constraints linear in w: w T ((1 − ∆ e )µ − µ lb ) ≤ 0. As in the case of P C , it follows from [11] that the set described by these constraints is convex. □ Illustration. In order to visualize an example polytope for evaluable rewards (Eq 9), we return to the two-dimensional map described in Section 3.1. As before, we begin with a batch of trajectories collected by a biased ϵ-greedy expert policy trained on the true reward. We use these trajectories to obtain PDIS estimatesμ for policies trained with a range of reward weights w on the ℓ1-norm ball. We then evaluateμ lb , and in turn the hyperplanes defining the intersecting half-spaces of the evaluable reward polytope, for each w. Plotting the set of evaluable reward vectors for different thresholds ∆ e , we see substantial overlap with the consistent reward polytope in this environment, though neither polytope is a subset of the other (Fig 1(b) ). We also find that in this setting, the value of the evaluability constraint is asymmetric about the true reward-more so than the the consistency metric-such that policies trained on penalizing x t (w[0] < 0), hence favoring movement left, can be evaluated to obtain a tighter lower bound than weights that learn policies with movement down, which is rarely seen in the biased demonstration data (Fig 1(b) ). Finally, tightening the threshold further to ∆ e = 0.1 (Fig 1(c) ) the set of accepted weights is again just the true reward, as for the consistency polytope.
Querying Admissible Reward Polytope
Given our criteria for consistency and evaluability of reward functions, we need a way to access the sets satisfying these constraints. These sets cannot be explicitly described as there are infinite policies with corresponding representations µ, and so infinite possible constraints; instead, we construct a separation oracle to access points in this set in polynomial time (Algorithm 1). A separation oracle tests whether a given point w ′ lies in polytope of interest P, and if not, outputs a separating hyperplane defining some half-space w T A ≤ b, such that P lies inside this half-space and w ′ lies outside 
w ∈ P C ∩ P E = P adm ⇒ Accept w of it. The separation oracle for the polytope of admissible rewards evaluates both consistency and evaluability to determine whether w ′ lies in the intersection of the two polytopes, which we define as our admissible polytope P adm . If a constraint is not met, it outputs a new hyperplane accordingly.
It should be noted that the RL problems of interest to us are typically large MDPs with continuous state spaces, as in the clinical setting of managing mechanical ventilation in the ICU, and moreover, because we are optimizing policies given only batch data, we know we can only expect to find approximately optimal policies. The use of PDIS estimatesμ of the true feature expectations in the batch setting introduces an additional source of approximation error. It has been shown that Algorithm 1 with an approximate MDP solver produces a weird separation oracle [11] , one that does not necessarily define a convex set. However, it does still accept all points in the queried polytope, and can thus still be used to test whether a proposed weight vector w lies within this set.
Returning to our 2D map (Fig 1) , the admissible reward polytope P adm is the set of weights accepted by both the consistent and evaluable polytopes. The choice of thresholds ∆ c and ∆ e respectively is important in obtaining a meaningfully restricted, nonempty set to choose rewards from. These thresholds will depend on the extent of exploratory or sub-optimal behaviour in the batch data, and the level of uncertainty acceptable when deploying a new policy. We find that in this toy 2D map setting, there is considerable overlap between the two polytopes defining the admissible set, though this is not always the case; from our earlier intuition, as the behaviour policy from which trajectories were generated is the same for all trajectories, there is limited "exploration", or deviation from average behaviour across trajectories, and the therefore the evaluability constraints admit reward weights that largely overlap with those consistent with average behaviour.
Finding the Nearest Admissible Reward
With a separation oracle SO adm for querying whether a given w lies in the admissible reward polytope, we optimize linear functions over this set using, e.g., the ellipsoid method for exact solutions or-as considered here-the iterative follow-perturbed-leader (FPL) algorithm for computationally efficient approximate solutions [13] . To achieve our goal of aiding reward specification for a designer with existing but imperfectly known goals, we pose our optimization problem as follows (Alg 2): given initial reward weights w 0 proposed by the agent designer, we first test whether w 0 , with some small perturbation, lies in the admissible polytope P adm , which we define by training a policy π 0 approximately optimizing this reward. If it does not lie in P adm , we return new weights w ∈ P adm that minimize distance ∥w −w init ∥ 2 from the proposed weights. This solution is then perturbed and tested in turn. We note that constraints posed based on the behaviour µ b observed in the available batch trajectories are encapsulated by this minimization over weights in set P adm , that is, solving a constrained linear optimization defined by the linear constraints on w from Eqs 4 and 9. The constraints at each iteration do not fully specify P adm , but instead give us a half-space to optimize over, at each step.
The constrained linear program solved at each iteration scales in constant time with the dimensionality of w; although we only present results with functions ϕ(s) of dimensionality at most 3, for the sake of visualization, the iterative algorithm presented can be scaled to higher dimensional ϕ(s), as the complexity of the linear program solved at each iteration is dependent only on the number of constraints. Our final reward weights and a randomized policy are the average across the approximate solutions in each iteration. This policy optimizes a reward that is the closest admissible reward to the original goals of the designer of the RL agent.
EXPERIMENT DESIGN 4.1 Benchmark Tasks
We illustrate our approach to determining admissible reward functions on three benchmark domains with well-defined objectives: classical control tasks Mountain Car and Acrobot, and a simulationbased treatment task for HIV patients. The control tasks, implemented using OpenAI Gym [3] , both have a continuous state space and discrete action space, and the objective is to reach a terminal Algorithm 2: Follow-perturbed-leader for admissible w.
where q t ∼ U[0, 1 δ ] k ; evaluate constraints defining P adm 3. Solve for w t := argmin w ∈ P adm ∥w − w init ∥ 2 4. Let t := t + 1 end
w t goal state. To explore how the constrained polytopes inform reward design for these tasks, an expert behaviour policy is first trained with data collected from an exploratory policy receiving a reward of −1 at each time step, and 0 once the goal state is reached. A batch of 1000 trajectories is collected by following this expert policy with Boltzmann exploration, mimicking a sub-optimal expert. Given these trajectories, our task is to choose a reward function that allows us to efficiently learn an optimal policy that is i) consistent with the expert behaviour in the trajectories, and ii) evaluable with acceptably tight lower bounds on performance. We limit the reward function r t = w T ϕ(s t ) in each task to a weighted sum of three features, ϕ(s) ∈ R 3 , chosen to include sufficient information to learn a meaningful policy while allowing for visualization. For Mountain Car, we use quantile-transformed position, velocity, and an indicator ±1 of whether the goal state has been reached. For Acrobot, ϕ(s) comprises the quantile-transformed cosine of the angle of the first link, angular velocity of the link, and an indicator ±1 of whether the goal link height is satisfied. We sweep over weight vectors on the 3D ℓ1-norm ball, training policies with the corresponding rewards, and filtering for admissible w.
The characterization of a good policy is more complex in our third benchmark task, namely treatment recommendation for HIV patients, modeled by a linear dynamical system [8] . We have a continuous state space and four discrete actions to choose from: no treatment, one of two possible drugs, or both in conjunction. The true reward in this domain is given by: R = −0.1V + 10 3 E − 2 · 10 4 (0.7d 1 ) 2 − 2 · 10 3 (0.3d 2 ) 2 , where V is the viral count, E is the count of white blood cells (WBC) targeting the virus, and d 1 and d 2 are indicators for drugs 1 and 2 respectively. We can rewrite this function as
with constants c 0 , c 1 and c 2 set such that weights w = [−0.1, 0.5, 0.4] reproduce the original function. Again, the low dimensionality of ϕ(s) is simply for interpretability. An expert policy is trained using this true reward, and a set of sub-optimal trajectories are collected by following this policy with Boltzmann exploration. Policies are trained over weights w, ||w || 1 = 1 and tested for admissibility.
Mechanical Ventilation in ICU
We use our methods to aid reward design for the management of invasive mechanical ventilation in critically ill patients [21] . Mechanical ventilation refers to the use of external breathing support to replace spontaneous breathing in patients with compromised lung function. It is one of the most common, as well as most costly, interventions in the ICU [24] . Timely weaning, or removal of breathing support, is crucial to minimizing risks of ventilator-associated infection or over-sedation, while avoiding failed breathing tests or reintubation due to premature weaning. Expert opinion varies on how best to trade off these risks, and clinicians tend to err towards conservative estimates of patient wean readiness, resulting in extended ICU stays and inflated costs. We look to design a reward function for a weaning policy that penalizes prolonged ventilation, while weighing the relative risks of premature weaning such that the optimal policy does not recommend strategies starkly different from clinician behaviour, and the policies can be evaluated for acceptably robust bounds on performance using existing trajectories. We train and test our policies on data filtered from the MIMIC III data [12] with 6,883 ICU admissions from successfully discharged patients following mechanical ventilation, preprocessed and resampled in hourly intervals. The MDP for this task is adapted from [21] : the patient state s t at time t is a 32-dimensional vector that includes demographic data, ventilator settings, and relevant vitals (Table 1 . We learn a policy with binary action space a t ∈ [0, 1], for keeping the patient off or on the ventilator, respectively. The reward function r t = w T ϕ(s t , a t ) with ϕ(s, a) ∈ R 3 includes (i) a penalty for more than 48 hours on the ventilator, (ii) a penalty for reintubation due to unsuccessful weaning, and (iii) a penalty on physiological instability when the patient is off the ventilator based on abnormal vitals:
where D t is duration into ventilation at time t in an admission, N t is the number of reintubations, v ∈ V are physiological parameters each with normal range [v min , v max ], and V = {Ventilator settings, Measured vitals}. The three terms in ϕ(·) represent penalties on duration of ventilation, reintubation, and abnormal vitals, respectively. Our goal is to learn the relative weights of these feedback signals to produce a consistent, evaluable reward function and learn a policy optimizing this reward. As before, we train our optimal policies using Fitted Q-iteration (FQI) with function approximation using extremely randomized trees [7] . We partition our dataset into 3,000 training episodes and 3,883 test episodes, and run FQI over 100 iterations on the training set, with discount factor γ = 0.9. We then use the learnt Q-function to train our binary treatment policy.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 5.1 Benchmark Control Tasks
5.1.1 Admissible w are clustered near true rewards. We analyze reward functions from the sweep over weight vectors on the ℓ1-norm unit ball for each benchmark task (Section 4.1) by first visualizing how the space of weights accepted by the consistency and evaluability polytopes-and therefore the space P adm at the intersection of these polytopes-changes with the values of thresholds ∆ c and ∆ e . Alongside this, we plot the set of admitted weights produced by arbitrarily chosen thresholds (Fig 2) . In all three tasks, we find that the admitted weights form distinct clusters; these are typically at positive weights on goal states in the classic control tasks, and at positive weights on WBC count for the HIV simulator, in keeping with the rewards optimized by the batch data in each case. We could therefore use this naive sweep over weights to choose a vector within the admitted cluster that is closest to our initial proposed function, or to our overall objective. For instance, if in the HIV task we want a policy that prioritizes minimization of side effects from administered drugs, we can choose specifically from admissible rewards with negative weight on the treatment term. 5.1.2 Analysis of admissible w can lend insight into reward shaping for faster policy learning. We may wish to shortlist candidate weights by setting more stringent thresholds for admissibility. We mimic this design process as follows: prioritizing evaluability in each of our benchmark environments, we choose the smallest possible ∆ e and large ∆ c for an admissible set of exactly three weights ( Table 2 ). This reflects a typical batch setting, in which we want high-confidence performance guarantees; we also want to allow our policy to deviate when necessary from the available sub-optimal expert trajectories. For Mountain Car, our results show that two of the three vectors assign large positive weights to reaching the goal state; all assign zero or positive weight to the position of the car. The third, w = [0.4, −0.4, 0.2] is dominated by a significant positive weight on position and a significant negative weight on velocity; this may be interpreted as a kind of reward shaping: the agent is encouraged to first move in reverse to achieve a negative velocity, as is necessary to reach the goal state in the under-powered mountain car problem. The top three w for Acrobot also place either positive here, the designer may suggest w 0 = 1 3 [−1, 1, −1] T . We run Alg 2 for twenty iterations with this initial vector and thresholds ∆ c = 2.0, ∆ e = 0.8 and average over the weights from each iteration. This yields weightsw = [−0.11, 0.57, −0.32] T , redistributed to be closer to the reward function being optimized in the batch data. This pattern is observed with more extreme initial rewards functions too; if e.g., the reward proposed depends solely on WBC count, w 0 = [0, 1, 0], then we obtain weightsw = [−0.14, 0.83, −0.04] after twenty iterations of this algorithm such that appropriate penalties are introduced on viral load and administered drugs.
Mechanical Ventilation in ICU
5.2.1 Admissible w may highlight bias in expert behaviour. We apply our methods to choose a reward function for a ventilator weaning policy in the ICU, given that we have access only to historical ICU trajectories with which to train and validate our policies. When visualizing the admissible set, with ∆ c = 1.8, ∆ e = 0.4, we find substantial intersection in the consistent and evaluable polytopes (Fig 3) . Admitted weights are clustered at large negative weights on the duration penalty term favouring policies that are conservative in weaning patients (that is, those that keep patients longer on the ventilator), which is the direction of bias we expect in the past clinical behaviour. We can tether a naive reward that instead penalizes duration on the ventilator, w = [1, 0, 0] to the space of rewards that are consistent with this conservative behaviour as follows: using FPL to search for a reward within the admissible set given this initial vector yieldsw = [0.72, 0.14, 0.14], introducing non-zero penalties on reintubation and physiological instability when off ventilation. This allows us to learn behaviour that is averse to premature extubation (consistent with historical clinical behaviour) without simply rewarding long durations on the ventilator.
FPL improves effective sample size for learnt policies.
To verify whether weights from the admissible polytope enable higher confidence policy evaluation, we explore a simple proxy for variance of an importance sampling-based estimate of performance: the effective sample size N eff = ( N n ρ n ) 2 / N n ρ 2 n of the batch data [14] , where ρ n is importance weight of trajectory n for a given policy. In order to evaluate the Kish effective sample size N eff for a given policy, we subsample admissions in our test data to obtain trajectories of approximately 20 timesteps in length, and calculate importance weights ρ n for the policy considered using these subsampled trajectories. Testing a number of naive initializations of w, we find that effective sample size is consistently higher for weights following FPL (Table 3 ). This indicates that the final weights induce an optimal policy that is better represented in the batch data than the policy from the original weights. 
CONCLUSION
In this work, we present a method for reward design in reinforcement learning using batch data collected from sub-optimal experts. We do this by constraining rewards to those yielding policies within some distance of the policies of domain experts; the policies inferred from the admissible rewards also provide reasonable bounds on performance. Our experiments show how rewards can be chosen in practice from the space of functions satisfying these constraints, and illustrate this on the problem of weaning clinical patients from mechanical ventilation. Translating policies learned from retrospective (batch) data into prospective results is a process that involves many parts and many steps. Effective reward design for RL is one of those parts; using admissible reward functions is one step toward not proposing problematic trajectories. Of course, it is not the only part: state spaces must still be defined, confounders identified, etc. That said, our approach to reward design provides a way to iteratively push the space of observed behaviour towards policies consistent and evaluable with respect to some ideal reward. There are a number of ways in which the methods here could be extended however, to better use the information available in existing data on what constitutes a safe policy, and in turn what reward function can ensure this. For instance, different care providers in clinical settings likely follow policies with different levels of precision, or perhaps even optimize for different reward functions; modeling this heterogeneity in behaviour and weighting experts appropriately can enable learnt behaviour closer to the best, rather than the average, expert. In addition, going beyond the use of summary statistics provided by policy feature expectations to explore more complex representations of behaviour that are still decoupled from rewards, and in turn better metrics for similarity in behaviour, can aid in more meaningful choices in reward function.
